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Contrast-Sensors tri²dentTM FSM30V/FSM30U

Our modular sensor platform tri²dentTM (spoken „tri-ident“) can be
applied also for applications in visual or UV-light - e.g. for
challenging tasks of sample identification based on colour and
contrast differentiation.

The working principle differs from that of usual colour sensors:
whereas those try to assess colour values similarly to  the human
perception, with the tri²dent sensor we aim at maximizing the contrast between given colour samples by
means of complementary colours.

That way, challenging tasks of sample identification may be realised:

 Differentiation of samples based on colour differences, especially when
differences are little or at changing distances

 Improved forgery protection by use of distinctive UV-marks: UV-marks are often used as invisible
identification tags.
With the tri²dent sensor it´s possible to identify distinctive UV-„colours“ thus enabling new ways of
forgery protection at a much higher level!

tri²dentTM processes up to three light channels with different wavelengths parallel. The signals can be
computed with each other in different ways to reach sufficient sensitivity. The sensor can manage up to 13
different samples and outputs an analogue current signal, where each sample is related to a specific current
value.

The parametrization is done easily via
PC: the user software „tri²dent-Master“
offers demonstrative graphic
visualisation and allows easy and
intuitive teaching.

tri²dentTM is available for use with or
without fibre optic thus allowing also
application in areas with high
temperature or contamination.
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tri²dent-Sensor: Fibre optic cable:

tri²dent FSM30V / FSM30U

Sensing range/working distance: depending on the specific configuration

Light*: FSM30V: VIS – visible light
FSM30U: UV- light
(specification tailored for each application)

Sampling rate: 20 Hz

Supply voltage: 24VDC

Switching output: 2 x analogue output (4-20mA)

Protection: IP 65

Connection: Cable shielded

Ambient temperature: sensor: - 10° … + 50° C
with fibre optic cable: 200°C

Weight 200 g

Dimensions: Ø 34/30 mm
length 110 mm

* … light sources and detectors will be tailored for a specific application and be selected according to the
given colours (visible or UV).
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